A CMOS vision system on-chip with multicore sensory processing architecture for image analysis above 1,000F/s
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a Vision-System-on-Chip (VSoC) capable of doing: image acquisition, image processing through on-chip embedded structures, and generation of pertinent reaction commands at thousand’s frame-per-second rate. The chip employs a distributed processing architecture with a pre-processing stage consisting of an array of programmable sensory-processing cells, and a post-processing stage consisting of a digital microprocessor. The pre-processing stage operates as a retina-like sensor front-end. It performs parallel processing of the images captured by the sensors which are embedded together with the processors. This early processing serves to extract image features relevant to the intended tasks. The front-end incorporates also smart read-out structures which are conceived to transmit only these relevant features, thus precluding full gray-scale frames to be coded and transmitted. The chip is capable to close action-reaction loops based on the analysis of visual flow at rates above 1,000F/s with power budget below 1W peak. Also, the incorporation of processors close to the sensors enables signal-dependent, local adaptation of the sensor gains and hence high-dynamic range signal acquisition.

1 INTRODUCTION

Vision systems are among the most challenging of the application drives mentioned by ENIAC’s SRA [1] and the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [2]. The design of vision systems (sensors + readout + data conversion + controller + drivers) on CMOS chips has been making good progress during the last decade [3]. The main design target for CMOS imaging chips is reproducing images with given accuracy and speed. The target for vision systems is different. Similar to imagers, they have 2-D light intensity maps as inputs. Also, they may output images for monitoring purposes. However, their primary outputs are not images, but reaction commands. For instance, these commands may be needed to discard defective parts following visual inspection in a production line; or to trigger evasive maneuver following the visual detection of looming objects moving into collision course towards a vehicle; or to align unmanned aerial vehicles while landing in a platform following the signaling provided by a set of light beacons; or to trigger alert mechanisms if suspicious events are detected into a scene subjected to video surveillance; just to mention some examples.

Vision applications require to complete the full “sense → process → analyze → make decision” cycle. It involves large amount of data, especially in applications where high frame-rate is essential. Making a real-time decision also requires low latency from the system, which makes the analysis of the large input data set even more demanding.

The industrial state-of-the-art considers vision systems as “seeing computers” or “computers that see”. This vision (now in the metaphoric meaning of the word) is reflected on the architecture typically used for them, namely: an imager (image sensor) to acquire and digitize the sensory data and a host processor to handle this huge amount of raw data. Such brute-force approach does completely ignore the specifics of the data, the ways how interesting pieces of information
emerge from the data, and hence results in largely inefficient systems. Consider for instance the application of finding
defective parts in a production line where the parts may be placed with different orientations, corresponding to up to 360°
rotations. Current vision technologies can hardly go above 10F/s (Frames per second), even by using a low-resolution
front-end sensor with only 128x128 pixels [4].
Not only conventional computer architectures are inadequate. Conventional algorithmic solutions used in these architec-
tures are also inadequate. This fact has been highlighted in a very recent paper published in Vision System Design [5]. It
states that brute force pattern matching, the conventional approach adopted by many system developers, is not the right
tool in many applications. Instead, sic, “a majority of smart camera applications can be solved using only a small num-
ber of image processing algorithms that can be learned quickly and used very effectively” [5]. Interestingly enough these
simple algorithms (thresholds, blob analysis, edge detection, average intensity, binary operators, ...) can be mapped
down onto dedicated, processor architectures composed of simple processors with mostly local interactions – the sort of
architectures addressed by this paper.
Unconventional architectures and implementations for smart imaging chips (imagers with some embedded intelligence)
and vision-dedicated chips have been reported elsewhere. For example AER silicon retina chips [6], optical flow sensors
[7], visual depth sensors [8], etc. These devices include many remarkable architectural concepts and optimized circuitry
and are very efficient in some specific early-vision tasks. Also, during the last few years the authors have relied on the
concept of visual cellular microprocessors [9] [10] and have devised different programmable general-purpose early-
vision chips based on this concept [11][12][13]. However, all these chips are not autonomous systems; i.e. they must
combine with off-chip controllers and processors for completing medium- and high-level vision tasks. This paper reports
a complete, autonomous Vision-System-on-Chip (VSoC) called Eye-RIS_v2.1 composed by two multi-core stages,
which interactions are handled by an embedded controller.

2 ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT OF THE EYE-RIS SYSTEM
Eye-RIS systems are targeted to complete vision tasks at very high-speed. For instance, to segment moving objects
within a scene, compute their speeds and trajectories and provide this information to a control system which tracks the
objects. This is hard task for conventional vision systems composed of a front-end sensor followed by a DSP. These archi-
tectures operate on a frame-by-frame basis. The front-end sensor must captures all frames, one by one, at the required
speed; then it must read all pixel data per each frame; convert and codify all these data into a digital format; and drive a
digital processor with the resulting data flow. High-speed applications require large frame rates (well above the standard
video rate) and each frame is composed of a large 2-D set of data. Hence, since the digital processor must analyze a huge
amount of information, either sophisticated processor architectures are employed or real-time operation becomes unfea-
sible.
The bottleneck of these conventional architectures is found in their frame-based operation. Reading and downloading
complete frames is needed for applications whose target is reproducing full images (imaging applications), but not for
vision applications. In these latter applications whole images are not important. Only those image features which convey
the information required to complete the required vision tasks are. For instance, in tracking applications only the loca-
tions and speeds of the relevant objects are important. Hence, why to read-out, convert/codify and transmit full image
frames? By doing so we are wasting precious resources in handling useless information (pixel data) and overloading the
DSP with such useless information. In the Eye-RIS architecture this problem is overcome by incorporating processing in
the sensory front-end.
The basic idea is distributing the tasks among different cores and, more specifically performing a significant part of
the processing at a front-end section consisting of simple, tightly coupled programmable processing cores. This front-end
section is realized on chip as a multi-functional structure with all conceptual layers implemented within a common semi-
conductor substrate. Relevant features of the incoming frames are extracted by this sensory-processing front-end, and
only these relevant features are converted, codified and transmitted for further analysis by the DSP.
In conventional vision architectures the border between sensors and processors is placed at a point where the amount of data is large. However, in the Eye-RIS architecture this border is located at a point where the amount of data is small. Assume for illustration purposes that we target to tracking objects moving at 40m/sec into a scene. It requires capturing and analyzing images at 2000F/s rate. At the outcome of the capture/analyze process the only pertinent data is the predicted position of the objects. This is actually the only information driven to the digital processor. But to extract this information the following tasks must be completed: image acquisition; low-pass filtering; activity detection; motion estimation; object tracking; loop control, and position prediction. In the Eye-RIS system, this is achieved by the so-called Q-Eye focal-plane processor [14].

![Eye-RIS_v2.1 chip architecture](image)

Figure 1 shows the VSoC architecture. The pre-processor (area at the bottom left in the figure) is instrumental for performance. It computes the analog data captured by the embedded sensors and employs digital signals to control processing function, parameters and internal data flow. Digital codes are exchanged with the μP through the controller. Analog data are passed on to the μP by means of a battery of analog-to-digital converters (8bit@50MHz).

The pre-processing stage consists of an array of multi-functional pixels including photo-sensors, processing circuits and memories. These functions include: 2-D image sensing, image processing (a sequence of programmable space and time-domain operations are executed in the 2-D processor array); 2-D memorization of both analog and digital data; 2-D data-dependent task scheduling, control and timing, input/output operations; and storage of user-selectable instructions (programs) and parameter configurations. Pixels interchange information with their neighbors to realize a variety of operations such as:

- Linear convolutions with programmable masks.
- Time- and signal-controlled diffusions (by means of an embedded resistive grid).
- Image arithmetics.
• Signal-dependent data scheduling.
• Gray-scale to binary transformation.
• Logic operation on binary images.
• Mathematical morphology on binary images.
• Etc.

Figure 2 shows a floor-plan of the Q-Eye. The external interface is completely digital and synchronous. It is composed of a 32-bit data bus for image I/O and two additional buses, namely a 10-bits data bus and 12-bits address bus. These latter buses are employed to program a digital control system which contains 256 control words of 60-bit and individual register for analog references and miscellaneous configuration. This system controls the array of processing-sensing cells, on the one hand, and the I/O control unit which handles all basic I/O process, on the other. The I/O interface can operate in three modes:

• Loading-downloading of grey-scale images.
• Loading-downloading of binary images.
• Address-event mode.

Figure 2. Floor-plan of the Q-Eye front-end.
Grey-scale values are coded into digital form by on chip 8-bits AD Flash converters, and decoded by on chip 8-bits DA resistors string converters.

To the purpose of improved power management, and hence reduced power consumption, most of the processing blocks in the Q-Eye and the analog reference buffers used for biasing have independent power up/down signals. Also, the operation speed of most blocks is programmable. Thus, the chip can be tuned to process either very high frame rates or low frame rates with optimum power consumption for each configuration.

![Diagram of Q-Eye sensory-processing pixel](image)

Figure 3. Two alternative conceptual representations of the block diagram of the Q-Eye sensory-processing pixel.
Robustness enhancement is achieved through improved calibration techniques. Offsets in the Q-Eye are stored in static (non volatile) digital memories. Automatic calibration in the Q-Eye is performed by dedicated state machines which control in-loop A/D converters. Also, a temperature sensor and a temperature controlled correction loop are embedded in the Q-Eye to preclude the impact of junction temperature increases onto optical sensors and analog memories.

The core of the Q-Eye front end consists of an array of programmable cells. Each cell is capable to store several grey-scale and black-and-white pixel data and to perform arithmetic operations involving data of the neighbour pixels (spatial filtering) and past samples of the pixel data (temporal filtering). Figure 3 shows two alternative block diagrams for the pixel of the Q-Eye. Basic analog processing operations among pixels are linear convolutions with programmable masks. The Q-Eye employs Multiplier-Accumulator Circuit unit (MAC) which processes neighbour pixels into an algorithmic sequence. Despite this sequential operation, computation times are similar since no calibration of the transconductors is needed.

The area saving reported by the absence of spatially replicated structures (i.e. the transconductance multipliers employed for linear convolutions [11]) enables the incorporation at the Q-Eye pixel of functions which are not found in previous chips [11]. Overall the following can tasks be realized at the front-end:

- Pixel-Wise “cosmetic operations”: Each pixel is transformed independently of its neighbors, and remains on the same location.
- Generalized convolutions: each pixel is transformed as a combination of the pixels within its neighborhood:
  - linear convolution kernels,
  - morphological operators,
  - nonlinear operations; … anisotropic diffusion, median filtering, etc.
- Movements: pixels are moved to a different position. Movements can be decomposed into shifts and rotations.
- Image-wise operations: Pixels in different images in the same or different locations are combined (either linearly or non-linearly).

3 THE EYE-RIS CHIP IN OPERATION

Besides allowing to reduce the dimensionality of data, the tight coupling between sensors and processors eases signal acquisition enhancement. Particularly, sensor gains can be controled pixel-by-pixel to allow HDR image acquisition. It is illustrated in Figure 4 where pictures at the top are acquired by using simple integration and those at the bottom are acquired by using a more capacity adjustment algorithm [15]. DR enhancements up to 75dB are achieved. Actual enhancement can be programmed in real-time.

Figure 5 shows inputs and outcomes for different linear and nonlinear diffusion processes realized by using the resistive grid embedded in the Q-Eye. Both the filter type and the spatial band-width of the diffusion process can be controlled by the user. The results of performing low-pass, high-pass and band-pass spatial filtering on the input image of Figure 5(a) are shown in Figure 5(b) (c) and (d), respectively. Different values of sigma are employed. Figure 5(e) shows the output of a masked diffusion process (bottom figure), the mask being the binary figure at the top.

Figure 6 shows major steps of the processing chain implemented within the Eye-RIS_v2.1 to find defective parts in a production line. Eye-RIS_v2.1 identifies defective parts based on feature analysis instead of brute force pattern matching. It enables speed improvements (number of pieces per second) of several orders of magnitude as compared to conventional systems [4]. The figure illustrates the progressive reduction of data along the processing chain. Out of the some 26kbyte raw data acquired by the sensors at the Q-Eye front-end, only some 100byte remain after pre-processing and are actually coded in digital domain and sent to the post-processing stage. Such reduction, together with the intensive parallel processing performed at the front-end is instrumental to achieve this data reduction and hence the overall efficiency enhancement in the completion of the part finding task.

The Eye-RIS_v2.1 can be software-programmed for a large variety of applications such as distributed video surveillance networks, industrial inspection, factory automation, automotive, military, toy industry, etc. A complete set of program-
ming tools, embedded into an application development kit [14] is available for system-level users to develop and debug specifics algorithms and programs for each application. Although programming languages are standard, applications engineers must use resources at both the pre-processing and the post-processing stages in order to take full advantage of the system capabilities.

Figure 4. Acquisition of HDR images using the Fyer-RIS v2.1. At each case, the bottom picture is acquired in linear integration mode and HDR mode, respectively. HDR acquisition is achieved by processing right at the pixel level utilizing an algorithm based on the well capacity adjustment technique [15].

Figure 7 illustrates a typical processing flow. It corresponds to the sequence of operations needed to guide an unmanned vehicle across a road. The splitting of tasks between pre- and post-processor illustrates the capabilities featured by the processing circuitry close to the sensors.

4 DISCUSSION

Full integration of the vision functional features into single chips represents an important stage of machine-vision system evolution. Actually, the design of imaging systems (sensors + readout + data conversion + controller + drivers) on CMOS chips has been making good progress during the last decade. In the same direction, the design of Systems-on-Chip has been also progressing during the last years. However, the design of Vision Systems on-Chip (VSoC) has not. There is hence a gap between the current art and the requirements of industry.

During the last decade, massive parallel approaches are receiving an important attention from industry and academia. Excluding dedicated chips [16], typical architectures are based on the use of multi-core processors or DSPs, where each processing core may be capable of some data-parallel operation. Devices such as Nvidia’s graphics processors (GPUs) [17], Intel’s Larrabee GPUs [18], the Cell processor [19], SPI’s stream processors [20], Tilera’s Tile64 [21], and other many-core devices [22]-[25] define, in terms of performance, current state-of-the-art in general-purpose programmable parallel computing chips. These devices are offering coarse-grain parallelism with many relatively complex autonomous or semi-autonomous processors, and are suitable for a wide range of applications requiring high computational demands.
However they are sub-optimal in terms of efficiency. For example, the high-performance Nvidia’s chip consumes over 100W and features some 10 GOPs/W [17]. Alternative architectures able to extract the intrinsic parallelism of imaging applications are hence highly required.

One possible solution is resorting to artificial retina chips. Pioneering works on programmable artificial retina chips and focal-plane processing chips were completed already in the early 90’s [26] [27]. However, they are never reached the levels of performance and flexibility required for industrial applications. Another alternative is using digital parallel-processors with Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture. One dimensional (1D) SIMD processors chips have been reported elsewhere – for instance at [28] [29]. However, they do not take the full advantage of a VSoC solution since they do not embed optical sensors. Other devices including sensors [30] [31] do not address the data reduction challenge at the border between the sensing and the processing sections.

The Eye-RIS_v2.1 combines artificial retina concepts and 2D SIMD processor concepts to obtain a general-purpose, true VSoC with a processing capability of 250GOPS and a power consumption of 4mW/GOP. It is very well suited for applications where compactness, cost, energy consumption efficiency and operation speed define major targets.

![Image of spatial filtering](image)

**Figure 5.** Illustrating the realization of different kind of spatial filterings at the Eye-RIS front-end. Lowpass: $\sigma=1$ (left picture); $\sigma=4$ (right picture). Highpass: $\sigma=1.4$ (left picture); BW-bp (right picture). Bandpass: $\sigma=1.4/2.4$ (left picture); BW-bp (right picture). Masked diffusion: $\sigma=4$. 
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Figure 6. Illustration of the progressive data reduction of data along the vision processing chain as it actually happens in the EyeRIS_v2.1. All steps of the processing chain above but the last one are completed in the Q-Eye sensory-processing front-end. Thus, the data set delivered for processing by the host digital processor is quite small.
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